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1. Introduction. Error analyses for numerical methods dealing with functions of

more than one variable are not abundant in the literature. The purpose of this

paper is to popularize and to extend an idea due to Davis [12] for estimating the

error made in approximating analytic functions of more than one variable. Two

types of asymptotic results are given for the new cubatures, as well as numerical

examples.

Sard [24] has obtained error estimates that involve various partial derivatives

of the function/ to be integrated. His kernel theorem for functions of two variables

is established by noting the effect of an error functional on the remainder in a

Taylor's expansion of /. He obtains sharp bounds for the appropriate function

spaces, but these bounds are frequently inconvenient to apply because of the dif-

ficulty in computing them. For the one-dimensional case, see Stroud and Secrest

[29, p. 65]. In one dimension, Davis [12] has stated a method of estimation for

analytic functions that has the advantage of being comparatively easy to compute.

An interesting feature of Davis' work is that it can be generalized to deal with

analytic functions of more than one variable. He noted this in one paper [12] and

it has been mentioned again by Valentin [30]. In this paper, Davis' method is ex-

tended and, in a future paper, it will be compared with Sard's method.

Other authors have studied error bounds for some special cases, which we now

discuss. Error estimates for cross-product rules have been given by several authors

[20], [25], [29] and the general idea has been to express the error of the cross-product

rule as the product of the errors of lower-dimensional rules. Variations of this pro-

cedure include, for example, Hammer's conical product rules [20]. Stenger [27] has

recently considered error estimates for the cross-products of Gaussian quadratures.

Von Mises has established a certain error bound for cubatures, which is discussed

by Stroud [28] and involves bounding certain partial derivatives after a transfor-

mation into spherical coordinates. Lyness [22] has discussed symmetric integration

rules and his work contains error estimates. During the work leading to this paper,

the author conjectured that theorems similar to those proved in Krylov [21] for

the trapezoidal and Simpson's rules and in Meinguet [23] for Romberg one-dimen-

sional integration could be proved for symmetric one-dimensional rules and ex-

tended to symmetric multidimensional rules by using Lyness' work. This conjec-

ture has not been resolved. There is also a growing literature on approximation of

functions of more than one variable by spline functions, references to which can be

found in an article by Birkhoff and de Boor [9].

Although only cubatures will be discussed in this paper, the same methods can

be used for other linear approximations, some of which will be discussed in a future
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paper. We assume that the functions to be integrated are analytic and uniformly

bounded in norm. The goal is to find bounds on the error functional that are

simpler than the standard ones in the sense of not involving various partial deriva-

tives. In principle, this seems feasible because of Cauchy's integral formula for

analytic functions, which relates derivatives to values of the function itself.

We shall consider cubatures of the form

(1) / /     f(x, u)dxdu = X Akf(xk, uk) ,
J Jiyj k=i

where 7 X 7 = {(x, u) : — 1 t* x g 1, — 1 =S u ^ 1}. Ep is the ellipse with foci

at ±1, semimajor axis a, semiminor axis b = (a2 — l)1'2, and p = ia + b)2. E„ X Ef

is called an elliptic bicylinder [10] and it consists of pairs of complex numbers (z, w)

with z and w each belonging to the region enclosed by E„. The more general elliptic

bicylinder Ep X E„' consists of (z, w) such that z is in the region enclosed by E„

and w is in the region enclosed by E/. We consistently use the notation z = x + iy,

w = u + iv, where x, y, u and v are real. The functions to be integrated, fix, u),

are in the space L2ißp X Ep) = {/(z, w) : f is analytic for (z, w) inside Ep X E„

and / j / Jepxep I fOz, w)\2dxdydudv exists}. Let us denote L2iE„ X Ep) by L2.

2. Properties of L2. The Hilbert space L\EP) = {f(z) : f is analytic inside E„

and JJep \f(z)\2dxdy exists} is discussed in Davis [14]. It has been used in quad-

rature theory by various authors [l]-[7], [12], [13], [16], [30], [31] and it is to be

noted that analogues of certain properties of L2(E9) that are applicable to quad-

ratures also hold for L2 and cubatures. Some of these properties are summarized in

Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. L2 is a Hilbert space in which point functionals are bounded. If

\Pr(z) }?_o is a complete orthonormal sequence in L2(EP), then {pT(z)ps(w) }"„=o is a

complete orthonormal sequence in L2.

Proof. L2 is an inner product space with the inner product

(/, g) = /// / /(z, w)gOz, w) dxdydudv
JJJJEpXEp

and the norm [| /1| = (/, /)1/2 [8]. In order to show that L2 is complete, we first

show that point functionals are bounded. For the point functional L(/) = /(0, 0),

the inequality

1/(0, 0)|2 ̂  (£j fj fj \f(pieia\ p2eia*)\2daid«2

follows from Cauchy's integral formula, where z = pieiai, w = p2eia2 and the cir-

cular bicylinder A:0 ^ p,- ^r, j = 1, 2, is chosen so that/(z, w) is analytic in it.

Multiplication of both sides of the inequality by pip2 dpidp2 and integration be-

between 0 á Pj á f,  j = 1,2, yields the following:

|/(0,0)|2^4l/ \fiz,™)\2dv¿lvy
v r J a

where dvAvy = dxdudydv. Thus
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1/(0, 0)\^—2\f |/(z, w)\2dvJvyT2 g i u/11
vr Lja J r

and the point functional LOJ) = /(0, 0) is bounded. In order to prove that the

point functional LOJ) = /(zo, wo) is bounded for an arbitrary (z0, w0) in Ep X -E^,

it suffices to choose r > 0 such that the circular bicylinder \z — z0| Ú r,

\w — wo\ ^ r is contained in E„ X Ep; then the above proof can be paraphrased

to get the desired result. Following Bochner and Martin [10], we write | fOz, w)\ i?

wT\ | /| | where w, depends on r but not on /. The fact that point functionals are

bounded means that norm convergence implies uniform convergence on closed sub-

sets of E„ X E„. For, if {/„} is a Cauchy sequence in L2 and B is an arbitrary

closed subset of Ep X E„ with (z, w) in B, then the inequality

\fn(z,w)-fAz,w)\  £Wr\\fn-f4

implies that {/„} is a Cauchy sequence in the sup norm on B. Since the /„ are

analytic, they have a limit function / which is also analytic and, since B is an

arbitrary closed subset of Ep X Ep, f is analytic in Ep X E„. The fact that / has

finite norm can be proved directly by considering a sequence of closed sets that fill

up Ep X Ep [10]. A second proof can be made by considering the space of functions

of finite norm but which need not be analytic, and by using the theorem that L2

convergence implies almost everywhere pointwise convergence [10].

The proof that L2 is a Hilbert space is similar to the proof that L2(Ep) is a

Hilbert space and is omitted. If {pr0z) }S=o is a complete orthonormal sequence in

L2(EP), then it follows that {pr(z)p,(w) }?,,_o is an orthonormal sequence in L2. The

proof of the completeness of this sequence is analogous to that given in Courant-

Hilbert [11] for a real inner product space. Q.E.D.

It should be noted that the analogous theorem holds for the more general space

L2(EP X • • • X Ep) = {/(z) :/is analytic in the k complex variables z = (zi, • • -, zk)

and ffEPx---xEp I f(z)\2dvzdvy exists}, where z = x + iy, x = (xi, •-, xk),

y = iyi, ' • •, Vk), dvx = dxi ■ ■ • dxk, and dvy = dyi • ■ ■ dyk. A generalized Cauchy

formula yields an inequality of the form | f(z)| ^ w \\f\\, where z is the vector

(zi, ■ ■ •, Zk) and w depends on the distance from z to the boundary oiEpX ■ • • X Ep

but not on/. Hence, point functionals are bounded, and the rest of the proof proceeds

as before. The complete orthonormal sequence is {pAzùpAz2) • • -Pr*(zt)}",-■•, r*-o.

3. Bounded Linear Functionals Defined on I?. In the cubature methods to be

described, we need the representers of certain bounded linear functionals and the

norms of these functionals. Since point functionals are bounded in I?, we note that

L2 has a reproducing kernel function of the form

00 _

(2) KOz, w; s, t) = X hiz, w)hkis, t) ,
Í--0

where z, w, s and t are complex variables and \hk\ is a complete orthonormal

sequence in L2.

Theorem 2. Let {hk}k-o be a complete orthonormal sequence for L2, and suppose

that L is a bounded linear functional on I?. Then the représenter of L and its norm

are given by the following equations:
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(3) h(z, w) = X hiz, w)Lihk) ,
k—0

(4) \\L\\i=±\L(hk)\\
k— 0

Proof. Equation (4) holds for a bounded linear functional in any Hilbert space

in which {hk} is a complete orthonormal sequence. The proof of Eq. (3) is analogous

to that given by Davis [14] for functions of one complex variable. By using the

fact that norm convergence implies uniform convergence on closed subsets of

Ep X E„ and by making a useful choice of Fourier coefficients, Bochner and Martin

show that X"-o \hk(z, w) |2 g w,2 for (z, w) a distance of at least r from the boundary

of Ep X E„, where wr depends only on r. From this inequality it can be shown that

the function K defined by Eq. (2) is analytic in each pair of variables and that it

has the reproducing property

fis, t) = (f(z,w),K(z, w;s, t))

where the inner product is taken with respect to (z, w). The représenter of L is

determined as follows: L[/(s, t)] = (J(z, w), L[K(z, w; s, t)]) = (J(z, w), h(z, w))

where h(z, w) — L(,,t)[K(z, w; s, t)] is the représenter of L. The subscript (s, t)

means that L is applied to K(z, w;s,t) considered as a function of (s, f) only. Since

the reproducing kernel converges uniformly and absolutely in closed subsets of

Ep X Ep,

7(,,o   X hAz, w)hk(s, t)   = XMz, w)h.,t)[hk(s, t)]
\-   k A k

which is Eq. (3). Q.E.D.
If we want to consider functions of n complex variables, then we write the re-

producing kernel as

(2') K(z; s) - X hk(z)hk(s)
k

where z and s are n-dimensional complex variables. The représenter of L is given

by

(.3') h(z) = ^hk(z)L(hk)
k

and Eq. (4) holds as it is.

4. Application to Cubatures. Theorem 2 is used to obtain a bound on the cuba-

ture error as follows: Let

(5) Rn(f) = I I     fix, u)dxdu - X Akf(xk, uk)
J Jixi

for/ in I?. Then |Ä„(/)I á ||Ä»|| -||/||, by the definition of the norm of Rn, and
since Rn is bounded in L2, \\Rn\\ is finite. Let us assume that we have some par-

ticular function / in L2 and a bound on its norm, 11/| | ^ r for some r, and let Sr

denote the set of g in L2 such that \\g\\ iS r. Then the inequality
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(6) |¿4(o)| ^ ||Ä,||-r

is sharp on Sr; that is, it holds for all g in Sr and is achieved by at least one of

them. Davis' idea, for a similar Hilbert space, was to use the inequality (6), with

11Ä»11 computed by Eq. (4), where Rn is determined by the cubature rule used.

It should be noted that the functional Lrif) = J/r/ is bounded on L2 if T is

a closed subregion of Ep X Ep. (This can be proved by arguments similar to those

in Davis [14] for the one-dimensional case.) In particular, if T is a closed real sub-

set of Ep X Ep, then LT is bounded, so that the cubatures of interest need not, in

principle, be restricted to rectangular regions. The limitation on T, in practice, is

that it must be possible to calculate LT(prPs), where prps is a member of the com-

plete orthonormal sequence in L2.

In order to obtain the needed formulas for Rn as defined in (5), we note that

(7) \Rnf  =     X    \RniPriz)Psiw))\2

where pr(z) = 2{(r + l)/[viPr+1 - r^W'Ur(z), r = 0, 1, • • -, and Í7r(z) is the

rth Tchebycheff polynomial of the second kind. This formula can be rewritten as

(7') lÄ«||2 = X«(r>p)«(s>p) ßir)ßis) - T.AkUrixk)Usiuk)
k-l

where air, p) = 4(r + l)/[vipr+l - p-^1)] and ß(r) = [1 + (-l)r]/(r + 1),

r = 0, 1, • • -. Thus ||Än|| can be computed once and for all for any given set of

cubature weights Ak and base points (xk, uk).

The generalization of this method to higher dimensions is not difficult. Let Ii

denote the hypercube |x*| ^ 1, k = 1, • • -, I. For ¿-fold integral jn f(x)dx,

x = (xi, • • -, Xi), we use a cubature of the form X*-i Akf(xk), where x is ¿-dimen-

sional. The expression for J [ 72„J |2 becomes

<-l.rj,---,rj=0
\Rn[Pn(Zl)pAz2)- ■ -Pr,(Zi)]|5

where the pr,(z) are the appropriately scaled Tchebycheff polynomials of the

second kind.

The bound on |Ä„(/)| given by Eqs. (6) and (7) have been calculated for in-

tegration over the two-dimensional square —1 1% x, u ^ 1 for certain known

cubature rules. These numerical results are given in Section 9.

We noted that formula (7) holds for numerical integration over more general

regions than the square, if Rn is redefined appropriately. That is, if the desired

integral is J/r/over the real two-dimensional closed and bounded region T, then

formula (7') is correct if / jT U'T(x)ü\(u)dx du is substituted for ß(r)ß(s) in (7').

5. Cubatures with Remainders of Minimum Norm. The idea is to minimize

11ÄB11 in Eq. (7') by an appropriate choice of the weights Ak and, sometimes, the

base points (xk, uk). We remark that, so long as the Ak and (xk, uk) are considered

as being in some compact set in complex 3n-dimensional space, |[Än|| has a (local)

minimum. Minimization with respect to the Ak yields the following system of

equations :
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Y.a(r,p)a(s,p)\ß(r)ß(s) - XAiUr(xi)U.(«,) \UT(xk)U,(uk) =0,

(8) L ' J
k = 1, • • -, n .

Minimization with respect to the xk and uk yields the following systems :

E«(»-,p)«(«,p)  0(»-)/-(«) - T.A.Ur{xi)U,{ui) \AkUT'{xk) =0,
r,s L ; J

Xa(r,p)a(s,p)/Î(r)/Î(s) - X A iUr (x,)U.(ut) \AkU,'iuk) =0,
r,s L ¡ J

fc = 1, • • •,n.

If the points are assumed given, then only system (8) is to be solved and, more-

over, it is a linear system in the Ak, so that it might appear that there would be

comparatively little computational difficulty. The numerical results in this paper

are only for this linear case, and it has turned out to be difficult to sum the double

series involved accurately. This point, as well as a solution of the nonlinear case

(i.e., systems (8) and (9)), will be considered by the author and Steven L. Shrier

in a forthcoming paper which will deal with the computational aspects of the

minimum norm (MN) cubatures. We only remark here that the main computa-

tional difficulties that arise in the solution of (8) are the difficulties in summing the

infinite series and the relative instability of the coefficient matrix for large p. These

two factors work against one another, since the series are easier to sum (i.e., re-

quire fewer terms) for larger p.

6. Asymptotic Properties of the ÍI72V Cubatures. Let RnMN denote the error func-

tional corresponding to the MN cubature (in two variables) with n points, and let

Rn° denote the error functional corresponding to the cross-product rule G formed

from any two Gaussian rules, Gi and G2, such that the number of points in the

cross-product rules is greater than or equal to n. The next theorem gives a bound

on | \RnG\ | in terms of n.

Theorem 3. For the space L2,

\\Rn°\\2è      X     {-î-r7(-vï)[«(-,p)*(-)]1/î
r,s=0¡ r,s even   \'     \     *■

+ 2y(Ni)[a(r,P)4p(r)]l/2(s+l)   '

where

and

n - Ni-N2,       a(s, p) = A(s + l)/k(p8+l - p-'-1)],

*(«)- i(S+l)[(S+l)2-l]---[(s+l)2- (2N2)2]}2,

.„, 2W+1 / (IV!)8 s

yK   '      (2N +l)(2N)l\(2N)\j  1-3-- - (4AT + 1)

Proof.    By   Eq.    (7)    ||Ä„C||2    =     X    \RnG(pr(z)ps(w))\2.    RnG(pr,    p.)

j J PtPb — QGÍPrpA where QG(/) =  X^i Ef-i^^i,-, My),  Nt being the num-
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ber of points corresponding to rule G„ i = 1, 2, and Ait B¡, x,-, u¡ being the ap-

propriate weights and base points for the (one-dimensional) Gaussian rules Gi and

G2, respectively.

RnG0prP.)   =    I   Pt   I   P,  -   Y^AiPriXi)   X B¡J),(uy)
i y

= J  pÀj   P. -   X#yP»(uy)j + J   Pr Zßif.W

-   X^.-Pr(x.)   ̂ B/p.iUj)
» y

= ßrR2ip.) + R\pr) T,B>Mu.),
y

where 72* is the error functional corresponding to Gi, i = 1, 2, and ßr =

[1 + ( — l)r]/(r +1), r = 0, 1, • • -. (We observe that an analogous expression

can be derived by adding and subtracting the corresponding terms in the other

variable above.) Now

(10) \Rn°0PrP.)\   Ú ßr\R20j>.)\  + 2\R1(Pr)\ max |p.(«y)|
i

where we have used the fact that the Gauss weights are positive and add up to the

length of the interval. We now note the fact that the Gauss points are in [ —1, 1]

and that the bound |s7r(x)| S r + 1 holds for x in [—1, 1]. The author [7] has

previously obtained a bound on |Ä(pr)|, r = 0, 1, • • •, where R corresponds to

an yV-point Gauss rule, and a substitution of it into inequality (10) yields the re-

sult stated in the conclusion. Q.E.D.

In order to make the bound on ||ÄnG|| given by Theorem 3 more meaningful,

we remark that, by using fairly crude estimates, yiN) can be shown to be bounded
by 2iNN-w~i.

We also remark that the proof of Theorem 3 is somewhat similar in spirit to

results given by Stenger [27].

Since llÄ/^H ^ ||ÄnG||, we note that Theorem 3 also yields a bound on

11Ä„MN\\. It is an open question as to how conservative this bound and the one of

Theorem 3 are.

7. MN Rules for Other Rectangles. As mentioned earlier, formulas can be gen-

erated over other regions than the basic square — 1 ^ x, u ^ 1. For use in com-

posite rules, we mention an alternative approach for generating MN formulas for

other rectangles than those tabulated for the basic square. If we consider

/»   Çd n
/   /(*, t)dsdt ~ X Bkf(sk, tk) ,

then it can be shown that Bk = [(b — a)/2][(d — c)/2]Ak, sk = [(b — a)/2]xk +

(a + b)/2 and tk = [(d — c)/2]uk + (c + d)/2, where the Ak, x* and uk refer to

MN rules with the basic square. Also, if we denote by Rn(a, b; c, d) the error in

approximating f * ¡dc f, then

\Rn(a, b; c,d)\£ [(b - a)/2][(d - c)/2]\\Rn\\ \\g\\ ,
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where | |Ä»| | refers to the norm of the functional on the basic square and the func-

tion g(z, w) is defined by

,      ,       lb — a     .  a + b d — c      .  c + d\
g & w) = fy-^- z + —ir, —£- w + —¿-)

for (z, w) in Ep X Ep.

8. Convergence of the Minimum Norm Weights. For the one-dimensional case,

the following theorems are known [7]: For a fixed n, if the quadrature nodes are

fixed, then the AkMN converge as p —> » to the weights of the corresponding in-

terpolatory quadrature. If the nodes are variable, then the weights and points of

the minimum norm quadrature converge to the weights and points of the corre-

sponding Gaussian quadrature. The theorem that follows generalizes the first of

these two theorems. It is stated for two dimensions, but can be generalized to m

dimensions, m è 2.

Theorem 4. Given N points in the square — 1 j£ x, u ¡a 1, such that N is of the

form

(d+A)

and there exist Ai,  • • -, An such that the corresponding cubature is of precision d,

then the minimum norm cubature weights A iMN have the property that

Ai     —* Ax   as   p —» » ,       i — 1, • • •,N .

Proof. The following result will be implied by a lemma: lim \RAUrU,)\ = O
as p —> », O ^ r + s á (I. We recall that Ur is a polynomial of degree r, and so

the above is equivalent to the following system of equations:

X      Ai       = ctoo + eoo(p) = Wloo

X  Ai    Xi = al0 + íio(p) ■ mío

X   Ai       Ui =   Ctoi +  601 (p)   =  »Moi

X-4.-    Ui   = aod + íod(p) = mod

where a<y is ///x/ x*u', «,-,- is RAx'u') and so all the €,y(p) —* 0 as p —> ». The

coefficient matrix M of the AAN is nonsingular by hypothesis and so AMN =

M~hm, where AMN is the vector of A {MN and m the constant vector of the above

system. Hence, lim AMN = M~l lim m = M_Ia = A, where a is the vector of a<y

and A is the vector of interpolatory A i. Q.E.D.

Remark. A result similar to Theorem 4 holds for any region for which an in-

terpolatory cubature can be defined.

Lemma. If the hypotheses of Theorem A hold, then lim pá-<r+«> ■ \RN(UrU„)\2 = 0

as p —» », for all nonnegative integers r and s such that 0 ^ r + s ^ d.

Proof. Let us denote by RA the remainder of the interpolatory cubature based

on the given N nodes, and recall that it has precision d. Then |\RNMN\ \2 ^ | \RA\ I2

implies that
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t ±AJ
r_0    41=0   W /

ir+l)js+l)\RAÎNiUrUs)\2
(A+1 - p-r-1)(A+1 - p—1)

<YT    ("4Y(r+D(.s+l)lfi/(s7rs7s)|2

- ¿Í r-h+i\rj   (p-+» _ p-'-1)(p8+1 - p—1) '

We multiply by pd — p~d and delete all but the first term on the left-hand side.

On the right-hand side, we see that the lowest-order term in p is essentially 1/p,

so that the limit of the right side is zero, as p —> ». Therefore,

lim.(pd - p-d)|Äiv^(l)|2 - 0.

We next take r = 1, s = 0, multiply by pd~l — p~d+1 and, proceeding as before,

we obtain

(pd~l - p-d+1)\RNMN(UiUo)I2-» 0   as   p-* « .

The general result is thus seen to be

/  d—(r+s) —d+(r+s)\ i D   MN/tt tt  \|2 n
(p   lT'-p )|Ajv     (s7r(7s)(  —>0   as   p—►»

and this holds for all r and s such that 0 ;£ r + s ^ d. Q.E.D.

Theorem 4 has an interesting application to the computationally important

question of whether a minimum norm cubature has positive weights.

Corollary. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem A. Then, for large enough p, the

minimum norm weights have the same sign as the interpolatory weights.

This corollary says that, for example, the one-dimensional minimum norm

quadrature with variable base points has positive weights, for large enough p, since

the Gaussian weights are positive.

9. Tables and Examples. Two four-point rules on the square — 1 g x, u ^ 1

are considered. These are the cross-product trapezoidal rule T2 X T2 and the cross-

product Gaussian rule G2 X G2, to which Tables 1 and 2 refer, respectively. Both

of these rules are fully symmetric rules ; that is, symmetric points are included and

symmetric points have the same cubature weight. For a four-point rule, this means

that there is only one weight and, for T2 X T2 and G2 X G2, this weight is 1.0.

(We remark that for a fully symmetric region and fully symmetric base points, the

minimum norm weights are fully symmetric.) The corresponding minimum norm

weight is denoted by AMN. Two functions are considered, fx(x, u) = ex+u and

fi(x, u) = cos x cos u. The definitions of the remaining symbols in Tables 1 and 2

are the following: a is the semimajor axis of the ellipse Ep; Ef is \R\MN(fi)\ ; 7\- is

an upper bound on ||/,-|| ; Bt is ||n4MAr|| -7\-, i = 1, 2.

One nine-point rule is considered, namely, Lyness' rule [15, p. 141]. This rule

is fully symmetric with generating points as shown in Table 3. The minimum norm

weights are listed in order corresponding to the generating points and the symbols

in Table 3 correspond to those in Tables 1 and 2.

For these examples, a bound on ||/|| is found by means of the inequality

U/11 ^ sup \f(z, w)\vab where the sup is over the region Ep X Ep. However, for

these two examples, the functions are also analytic on the boundary of Ep X Ep

and so the sup can be changed to a max, which is over the boundary points only.

(This use of the maximum modulus theorem is frequently a considerable compu-
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tational aid.) Additional methods of bounding 11/| | can be based on the work of

Davis [13].
As mentioned in Section 5, more substantial numerical results will appear in a

future paper.

10. Conclusions. The error bounds of the Davis type, including the minimum

norm cubatures, are probably more practical than the standard error bounds, be-

cause they do not involve bounding various partial derivatives of the integrand.

However, these bounds are only applicable to functions that are analytic on the

region of integration and that are bounded in norm over some cross-product of

ellipses containing the region of integration. Sard's error estimates are applicable

to a much wider class of functions. (This is, of course, a reason for conjecturing

that the Davis-type estimates will be better for analytic functions.)

We state one question that has arisen from this work. In the one-dimensional

case, the minimum norm quadratures have been shown to converge to the Gaussian

quadratures as p —» » (i.e., for a fixed n, the weights and points of the minimum

norm rules converge to the corresponding weights and points of the Gaussian rule).

However, the algebraic argument leading to this result breaks down in more than

one dimension, although partial results have been obtained, as stated in Theorem

4, and so the question is : what is the asymptotic behavior of the cubature points?
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